Past Tense Game

**Past Tense Game** Photocopy and distribute the Past Tense Game Activity Master. Point to each picture and say each past tense form. Read each past tense verb in the word bank with students. Point to the picture for *buy*, then point to the word *buy* and the line and say, *bought*. Help students find *bought* in the word bank and write it on the line. Continue until all the past tense words are filled in. Put students into pairs and ask them to share one activity sheet. Make sure each pair of students has a coin and two small markers. Students toss the coin to see how many spaces they move: heads, they move one space; tails, they move two spaces. Students take turns tossing the coin and moving. As they land on a space, they say a sentence in the past tense. The first student to get to the end wins.
Past Tense Game

buy → _______ catch → _______

draw → _______ find → _______

make → _______ take → _______

took
made
found
drew
caught
bought
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FINISH